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The Phase 1 document on upgrading my 1973 MGB lamps concentrated on putting LED bulbs in interior and exterior 
lamps but not the headlamps. 
 
The Phase 2 document deals with upgrading the headlamps. 
 
This Phase 3 document provides some useful titbits for you if you move toward installing LEDs in headlamps. 
 
This started when I got a note from Hagerty, the classic car insurer, recommending changing classic car headlamps to 
LED. 
https://www.hagerty.com/media/hagerty-magazine/simple-led-headlight-upgrade-for-classic-cars/ 
 
They suggested a specific supplier in the article. https://vintagecarleds.com (VCL). 
 
As you know from Phase 1 I was working with https://www.classiccarleds.co.uk (CCL) 
 
VCL only deals with headlamps but sells single bulbs as well as bulb and lens combos. The lens in the combo is by Hella 
but not necessarily the one I chose in Phase 2.  
CCL has the full range of bulbs for an MGB. They expect you to provide your own Halogen-type (H4) lens. Their contact 
person has an MGB GT that has Hella lenses and says their bulbs are ‘tuned’ to that lens. 
 
My sources tell me the two headlamp bulbs are very similar.  Check the prices.  Peruse their sites. 
 
For me an issue is the availability of classic-looking warm white bulbs rather than very bright HID colour bulbs seen on 
modern cars (very bright white and blue tint).  
VCL confirmed they do not offer a warm white bulb: 
Currently, we do not have a warm white color to offer, only a “Pure white” option.  
We designed our product, they are manufactured from parts made in China, US, Germany & India. 
CCL does have a warm white bulb (3000K) but it is out of stock, delayed by COVID holdups. Their latest bulb is 6000K-
6500K. 
 

https://www.hagerty.com/media/hagerty-magazine/simple-led-headlight-upgrade-for-classic-cars/
https://vintagecarleds.com/
https://www.classiccarleds.co.uk/


Standards:  
VCL touts DOT standard, but this is only for the lens, no mention of the LED being approved. 
CCL: it is up to you to pick the lens approved for your location. See discussion in Phase2. No approval for bulb. 
 
The response I got from CCL as to the ease of fitting in an MGB headlamp bucket is as follows. 
 
The MGB (I have a '72 MGBGT) can just fit our warm white option, which takes the most room, without modification if you 
have the original buckets (pictures attached on how to fit internally).  Some aftermarket buckets are less deep and require 
remote fitting of the control unit using our 40cm extension cables - part number H4CABLE.  Many customers relocate the H4 
connector block from the headlight to under the horn mounts on the inner wing and mount the control units there.  They are 
fully waterproof, as are the LEDs, so there is no issue with doing this.  The control units measure 63 x 36 x 18mm. 

 
Adequate discussion on this subject is on going in the MG Experience Forum. A strong proponent for CCL is John Poulsen 
(1970 MGB) of Burlington ON e.g. 
https://www.mgexp.com/forum/mgb-and-gt-forum.1/mgb-led-bulb-kits.4044926/  

https://www.mgexp.com/forum/mgb-and-gt-forum.1/mgb-led-bulb-kits.4044926/




 
 



 


